
Erina, 45 Worthing Road
'Landsdown Park' - Spoilt for Opportunity

Elevated above the coveted Erina Valley area, this sun drenched, north facing 3-
acre property can only be described as one of the best small rural holdings on
the Central Coast. Featuring an enviable position with exquisite valley views and
utmost potential to renovate or build. Offering a partly dismantled, single level
premise, concrete in ground pool and peaceful, park like outlook, 'Landsdown
Park' presents a well sized acreage property that perfectly encapsulates the
allure of rural living with the added benefit of complete DA plans ready to lodge
and inclusive to the purchase.

The block features excellent drainage, sectioned paddocks ideal for an
equestrian, alongside a tidy, self-contained 2-bedroom dwelling with private
road access. This inclusion presents an excellent opportunity to pay down your
investment or create a tranquil space for guests, older family members or as a
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serene studio space.

Redefining rural living and offering the perfect culmination of encapsulating sun-
drenched grounds, the premise offers the choice of complete personalisation in
a prime location that is situated a short walk to local eateries and a mere 5-
minute driving distance to the local beaches, sporting grounds and Erina Fair.

Features:
- Elevated, north facing 3-acre
- Complete DA plans inclusive to the sale with tennis court and shed approved
- Utmost potential to renovate, build or extend
- Partly dismantled, single level home with inground pool
- Tidy self-contained 2-bedroom cottage with private road access
- Double car garage with shelved storage and internal access
- Central combustion fireplace
- Lustrous, landscaped grounds that are easily maintained with the centrally
located shed, ideal for small vehicles, tools and firewood
- Walking distance to multiple eateries and a short drive to local beaches,
sporting grounds and Erina Fair
- 2 minutes from the Central Coast Freeway and 10 minutes to Gosford
- Additional external car spots and side access to the pool area
- Town water available
- Equestrian and established chicken coop
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